
HUMAN SERVICES COMMITTEE 
Monday, January 8, 2018 - 9:30 PM 

 
Charles Harrington, Chairperson 
Noel Merrihew, Vice-Chairperson 
 
Chairman Harrington called this Human Services Meeting to order at 9:35 am with the following 
Supervisors in attendance: Archie Depo, Joseph Giordano, Charles Harrington, Ronald Jackson, 
Mike Marnell, Stephen McNally, Noel Merrihew, Dean Montroy, James Monty, Gerald Morrow, Roby 
Politi, Tom Scozzafava, Michael Tyler, and Joe Pete Wilson. Shaun Gillilland, Ron Moore and 
Randy Preston had been previously excused. Robin DeLoria was absent. 

 
Department Heads present: Linda Beers, Nancy Dougal, Judith Garrison, Krissy Leerkes, Michael 
Mascarenas, Terri Morse and Daniel Palmer.  
 
Also present: Margaret Bartley 

 
News Media present: Keith Lobdell - Sun News and Denise Raymo - Press Republican 
 
 
HARRINGTON: We’ll call the Human Service Committee to order and begin with the Pledge of 
Allegiance.  
Good morning everyone, the first order of business is the Department of Social Services with Mike 
Mascarenas.  
 
 

******************************* 
 

The first item on the agenda was the Department of Social Services with Michael Mascarenas 
reporting as follows: 
 
MASCARENAS: Good morning, I did send everybody my report and I did what to highlight just a 
couple of quick points in the report. I did include in there a program report. I wanted to highlight the 
Christmas program that we fund for some of our clients’ children around the County. This year we 
were able to support a 171 children that were able to receive Christmas gifts and much of that is due 
to the generosity of our County employees and the adopt an ornament program. We also have 
several businesses, churches and individuals throughout the County that donate to that and are able 
to make everybody’s holiday a little bit better. Staff at Cedar Run, Ticonderoga Federal Credit Union, 
Department of Environmental Conservation are to name a few. So, people in my office, Shari 
Reynolds, Shantal Cross, Rebecca Warner, Phyllis Martin, Mary Stanley, without their hard work in 
getting this off the ground it wouldn’t happen. So, I want to thank them publicly and thank the people 
that continue to donate and make that possible.  
One other thing that I supplied you with this month, because we hear a lot about it, is the SNAP 
benefits or probably better known in lay terms as food stamps. What I wanted to do is kind of get  
sheet out there that dictates that fact from the fiction in terms of what people can buy, what people 
cannot buy with those benefits that they receive. So, some examples of what people can buy are 
breads, cereals, fruits, vegetables, meats, fish, poultry, dairy products. Households cannot use 
SNAP benefits to buy beer, wine, liquor, cigarettes, tobacco and non-food items, such as pet foods, 
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soaps, paper products, household supplies, vitamins and medicines, foods that can be eaten in the 
store and hot foods. Again, we hear this all the time, it’s a huge misconception out there of what 
people are getting, what they’re allowed to buy and it simply isn’t true, so I think part of my job is to 
try and educate the public on what is real and what is not real. 
Those are really my highlights for this month, if anybody has any questions on the report, I would be 
happy to entertain them.  
 
HARRINGTON: Any questions or clarifications that you would like from Mike?  
 
TYLER: Historically what I am hearing is people are getting food stamps and going and buying 
something for a small amount and getting change back and then they’ll spend it on whatever?  
 
MASCARENAS: That’s not correct, because it’s on a benefit card. So, it’s much like anybody’s debit 
card that they have. There is no change of income. Is there fraudulent behavior in the food stamps 
program? Absolutely there is at times. It’s a small minority of the people that are using it 
inappropriately, one thing that we have run into before was we had some individuals that would sell 
their SNAP benefits for penny on the dollar, so that they would have cash and somebody else would 
use their card in order to buy groceries. Again, that’s the minority, but no change is actually given, no 
cash is actually given from a store, it’s simply a deduction on a monthly basis from their card.  
 
TYLER: Thank you 
 
MASCARENAS: Thank you 
 
HARRINGTON: Any other concerns?  
 
MONTY: Thinking back on what Ike said, Mike. Now, educate me, if they were to use that card, don’t 
they have to sign for it?  
 
MASCARENAS: Yes, absolutely they do, but like anybody else and that’s usually where we can pick 
up that fraudulent activity and start to get it under control, but you know when you go and use your 
card, I know nobody checks my signature, you sign and you go and so it’s really an education, you 
know for the local businesses, the Mom and Pop Shops and what they does. So, you’re right.  
 
MONTY: Do we ever send out anything to them?  
 
MASCARENAS: We do. We are in contact with them regularly. They contact our office regularly, 
because we actually help them get their certifications and be able to accept these benefits at their 
store, so there is an education process as a part of that, but whether that’s being relied to actual 
employees all the time, because there’s big turnovers in those jobs typically, is where I think some of 
the problem exists.  
 
MONTY: Thank you and again I want to congratulate you on the job that you’re doing there in Social 
Services. You definitely see that there is a new sheriff in town, so to speak, I think morale is better 
you definitely programmatically showing us more in the reports that we get.  
 
MASCARENAS: Thank you, I appreciate it.  
 
HARRINGTON: Thank you very much Mike. Any other concerns for Mike?  
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MASCARENAS: The only thing is, I’ll extend this to any Board Members, but especially the new 
Board Members, I know it’s a new year, if you want to come visit me I’m happy to take you through 
Social Services and let you know what services we offer, see the offices, meet some of the people, 
put names to faces and know who you can contact when you have problems. So, I am more than 
happy to do that for anyone, but especially the new folks who are probably a little overwhelmed with 
what the County has to offer as a whole. Thank you 
 
HARRINGTON: Thank you Mike 
 
 

**************************** 
 

 The next item on the agenda was the Mental Health Department with Terri Morse reporting 
as follows: 
 
MORSE: Good morning everyone, so not exactly sure how to handle this, because in the monthly 
report there’s a second page that you did not get; which has some wonderful statistics that typically 
in reviewing my predecessors reports to the Human Services Committee has not contained, so I 
was really excited about the fact that I was going to be able to share some stats with you. Just to let 
you know and then I’ll just read them verbally, but I can send them to you via email, if you would like 
me to. I can do that, send them to Judy and then she can forward them out.  
In the year 2016 we had an overall 706 referrals to our agency and that we served 1,590. In the first 
quarter of ’17 we had a 149 referrals, in the second quarter 154 and then in the third quarter we had 
a 163 referrals to Essex County Mental Health. The number that we served in those quarters were 
562 in the first quarter, 482 in the second quarter and the third quarter was 521. So, I don’t know 
what that means to you today, that’s new information.  
 
HARRINGTON: I do have a question on the terms referrals. Where do these, where are they 
generated?  
 
MORSE: Referrals come from a lot of different sources. So, we receive referrals from the 
Department of Social Services, we receive referrals from primary care physicians, people are self-
referred, sometimes we receive them from the schools. So, they come from a lot of different 
resources.  
Also, what you didn’t receive was some information about our tele-psychiatry in our office.  
 
GARRISON: They did receive that, it was a two-sided sheet.  
 
MORSE: Oh 
 
GARRISON: They should have it 
 
MORSE: In the packet I picked up off the table, it only had one.  
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GARRISON: Was it two-sided?  
 
MORSE: Not in the packet that’s on the table.  
 
GARRISON: I’m sorry about that.  
 
MORSE: So, I am working on tele-psychiatry, unfortunately in the County of Essex there’s not a lot 
of psychiatrists that are banging down my door to work for us, unfortunately and so we’re resorting 
to having tele-psychiatry, meaning that somebody is sitting in a, a psychiatrist is sitting in an office 
somewhere in New York State and sees people in our office through a television screen. We do 
have a child psychiatrist that works in our office one day a week and then we have a psychiatric 
nurse practitioner who also works in our office one day a week, but that is not enough. I am having 
to jump through some hoops with the Office of Mental Health regarding on how I can facilitate tele-
psychiatry in our office when it’s somebody that’s sitting in their office, like in New York City or 
something like that. So, that is being put into place, right now, I really have my fingers crossed that 
by the end of January we’ll have more resources in our agency and we’re still recruiting, so if 
anybody out there has any friends or family that’s looking to go into a field of medicine, encourage 
them to do into psychiatry and come up to Essex County.  
And then I wanted to let you know regarding, Jim Monty, the Lewis Town Supervisor and trying to 
get some training for the vicarious trauma, is what it’s called, I did reach out to AHI, Adirondack 
Health Institute to see if they had any resources and what they did give to me was somebody who 
was quite expensive and not local. So, I am hoping to find something more local and that concludes 
my report.  
 
HARRINGTON: Any questions or concerns?  
 
MONTY: North Star Industries in Malone had someone who was teaching that as well.  
 
MORSE: Okay 
 
MONTY: A down scaled version of it, not the same as DCJS, but North Star Industries. I believe I 
have their contact information in the office.  
 
MORSE: Okay, if you could forward that to me I would greatly appreciate it.  
 
MONTY: I will 
 
MORSE: Also, one more thing. I wanted to offer all the Supervisors an opportunity to communicate 
with me some of the needs that they have in their communities regarding mental health issues. So, I 
invite you to either call my office and make a personal face to face appointment with me or share 
with you my email address to invite you to tell me what is going on in your communities and what I 
need to know. So, the email address is tmorse@co.essex.ny.us I would love to hear from you, thank 
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you. 
 
HARRINGTON: Thank you for providing us that opportunity. Other concerns today?  
 
MCNALLY: Have you reached out to Clinton County to see what they’re doing for a psychiatrist up 
there?  
 
MORSE: Yes we have.  
 
MCNALLY: And do they have one or two or three?  
 
MORSE: So, actually these child psychiatrists that we have working in our office one day a week 
comes from Clinton County. They have a private practice in Peru and so they’re coming down. So, 
we have reached out to the hospital. I know they got kind of a nice group of psychiatrists up there. I 
know Steve did 6 months ago, but it’s definitely worth reaching out again.  
 
MCNALLY: Yeah, the shared service initiative is putting pressure on people to share services as 
possible.  
 
MORSE: Yes 
 
HARRINGTON: Other questions or concerns, thanks Terri.  
 
MORSE: Thank you 
 

**************************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Public Health Department with Linda Beers reporting 
as follows:  
 
BEERS: Good morning everybody, I’d like to start with welcoming the new supervisors as well, 
saying that the Public Health Department will actually call you, we’ll reach out to you and invite you, 
we always do an open house and we’ll walk you through all the departments. It’s something that we 
do every year or whenever there’s new folks, I should say. So, welcome and I look forward to 
working with you.  
I will call your quick attention to my WIC report; which is what I have done for the Supervisors this 
month. My pledge was to highlight one of my departments each month, so you got a little deeper 
dive into each one. The Essex County WIC Department has recently upgraded their communication 
system. You can see it there, it’s been tremendously, tremendously successful and Krista Berger is 
just thrilled, is the supervisor of that department, with the results. 
Also, I would like to talk about, we did a jingle bell walk and run in Lake Placid this holiday season. I 
have to really commend my staff. They all came out, they were all dressed up. It’s a fabulous 
walk/run around Mirror Lake. What’s most notable is that the proceeds, people all bought toys and 
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they donated them to the WIC Department. so, the kids that receive WIC services, my staff went out 
to each individual home or brought them to their sites and they were able to also distribute beautiful 
gifts to everybody that were donated by anybody who did the walk that day. So, that was fabulous.  
And moving on, I do have, I have two resolutions in front of you, but I actually have a third one, but I 
really like to take a moment and publicly praise my staff. I know Susan Allot was here last month, I 
was unable to attend and she shared with you an incentive award. So, I guess I really want to 
impress upon you how much this means to this County, that what you have in front of you, the two 
and then the extra one that I added brought in $33,500.00 in funding to this County that would not 
have been received in any other way except for the hard work on going after grants. So, $33,500.00 
was an incentive award that Susan announced last month for excellence in service that many 
counties applied for and many did not succeed in doing it, that money was no string attached and it 
was being used for chronic disease and working towards programs in Essex County. Recently we 
applied for and received a $2,500.00 grant for breastfeeding initiatives and that money can go to 
supporting buildings or programs in getting it; like providing free pumps, providing signage, providing 
closure containment, so people have privacy. So, again this money is all for the residence of Essex 
County and last week that AHI, Adirondack Health Institute is going to fund, been working hard on a 
swim program at Moriah Central School during the winter months and they have awarded us 
$500.00; which might not sound a lot, but that’s like 6 weeks of free swimming for our seniors. So, I 
am working with an organization, Krissy Leerkes and I are going to work together to get it out to 
seniors to do winter aerobics, which is something that we’ve never had before. I know it’s not a lot of 
money, but it goes a real long way in this County. So, with that I will move forward to my resolutions; 
which is I would like to have a resolution to accept the $30,500.00 for the chronic disease prevention 
activity.  
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT TO ACCEPT THE 2018 
PERFORMANCE INCENTIVE INITIATIVE AWARD OF $30,500.00, AND AUTHORIZING A 
BUDGET AMENDMENT INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE SAME.  
Moved by Mr. Politi, seconded by Mr. Wilson.  
 
HARRINGTON: Questions, concerns? All those in favor signify by saying aye? Opposed? Carried.  
 
BEERS: The next was to apply for an accept for $2,500.00 in Breastfeeding Friendly Community 
Committee grant from Clinton County Health Department.  
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT TO APPLY FOR AND 
ACCEPT $2,500.00, BREASTFEEDING FRIENDLY COMMUNITIES MINI-GRANT FROM 
CLINTON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT AND AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT 
INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE SAME 
Moved by Mr. Scozzafava, seconded by Mr. Merrihew  
 
HARRINGTON: Questions, concerns? All those in favor signify by aye? Opposed? Carried  
 
BEERS: And the third that you don’t have in front of you is a mini-grant, it’s not a grant, it’s a pledge 
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of $500.00 from the Adirondack Health Institute to support adult recreational opportunities that I am 
going to work to use in Moriah in pool over the winter break to support that program and so I am 
looking for a resolution to accept $500.00.  
 
RESOLUTION AUTHROIZING THE ESSEX COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT TO ACCEPT 
$500.00 FROM THE ADIRONDACK HEALTH INSTITUTE TO SUPPORT ADULT RECREATION 
OPPORTUNITIES.  
Moved by Mr. Merrihew, seconded by Mr. Monty.  
 
HARRINGTON: Questions, concerns? All those in favor signify by saying aye? Opposed? Carried 
 
BEERS: And before I leave I would like to just touch base on my Tobacco 21 update. So, you know 
that I have an initiative to move the smoking age from 18 to 21 in Essex County, as of today I have 
almost every single school district pledged to be on it. We’re working with the youth departments, 
the Veteran’s Administration, Chamber of Commerce, we have been in every one of your towns and 
we have at least support in every single town in Essex County, now every school district. I also want 
to tell you it’s really amazing to me, because I’ve been calling retailers and so Ernie’s has also 
pledged that they know that they would potentially lose revenue, but they feel that it’s more important 
not to addict another generation, so I am getting retailers to actually sign up for the Tobacco 21; 
which is probably unique to Essex County and I’m not sure has been done in other areas, but I’m 
really quite thrilled and I am struggling encouraging that we go Tobacco 21 and I have the support of 
several of you here. So, stay tuned, we’re going to move it forward. We have a regular meeting that 
meets regularly and we’re getting more and more people involved and we have a real grassroots 
effort going underway from the bottom up, every town and every village is being asked to support 
this program and many, many of your constituents are saying so. That’s all I have.  
 
HARRINGTON: Thank you Linda, especially for your Tobacco 21 initiatives. Any other concerns you 
wish to express to Linda? There being none, thank you.  
 
BEERS: Happy New Year.   
 
 

*************************** 
  
The next item on the agenda was Office for the Aging with Krissy Leerkes reporting as follows: 
 
LEERKES: Good morning, Judy I am also missing the back pages for my reports.  
 
GARRISON: Okay, I guess it missed the 1-2, sorry.  
 
LEERKES: That’s okay, so I will forward that to Judy for everybody as well and I just wanted to make 
note that HEAP is in full swing, obviously it’s a DSS program, we are the ultimate certifier, luckily the 
Emergency HEAP component opened on January 2nd, because of this wonderful cold snap we’ve 
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had it’s kept our staff very busy. We’ve were on the phone with all of our clients at least three times 
last week just to ensure that there was no broken pipes, their heating equipment was working 
appropriately. We did have some issues, but we are very fortunate to work with HAPEC as well as 
some of your town hall offices to reach out to those community members and all is well.  
So, also in my monthly report is a quick overview for the new Supervisors as well a refresher for 
those that have been with us for a while of the all the different programs that we offer. It’s a quick 
synopsis just kind of an overview if you have the time to look over it, I would recommend that and 
when in doubt, just always give us a call, if there is an older adult or a caregiver in your community 
that is struggling.  
And I have one resolution and that is increase revenues and appropriations in the amount of 
$500.00 to accept $500.00 from the Council of Senior Center and Services, also referred to as Live 
On New York and we have a contract with for every outreach event that we do that educates older 
adults in regards to Medicare fraud we are reimbursed at the rate of $250.00 to use to offset those 
costs. So, that’s my only resolution.  
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE OFFICE FOR THE AGING TO ACCEPT $500.00 FROM 
COUNCIL OF SENIOR CENTER AND SERVICES D/B/A LIVE ON NEW YORK AND 
AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS 
FOR THE SAME 
Moved by Mr. Politi, seconded by Mr. Monty 
 
HARRINGTON: Questions, concerns? There being none, all those in favor signify by saying aye? 
Opposed? Carried 
 
LEERKES: And that’s all I have, unless somebody else has any other questions?  
 
HARRINGTON: Any other questions for Krissy?  
 
JACKSON: Krissy, how are the HEAP numbers doing this year compared to the last couple?  
 
LEERKES: For our office, right now we are at, I believe 474 applications; which is holding a little bit 
higher than what we were at last year, in the year before that we did see a decline, so what we 
normally would do was we would compare from year to year who applied in this year and who did 
not apply in the current year that we were in, we would make phone calls and those individuals had 
either passed away or has moved on to the next level of care; which would make them ineligible for 
HEAP. So, we’re holding steady. I know that since the last week we’ve turned a lot of individuals 
over to HEAP for their emergency component; which is kind of concerning, because we’re only in 
January, but as many of you also know we do have some funds set up in many of the townships for 
heating fuel requests after all other resources have been exhausted. So, there’s still some help out 
there.  
 
JACKSON: Thank you 
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HARRINGTON: Any other questions?  
 
MARNELL: Does the rate benefit get adjusted as the heating oil comes up? Because I know I got oil 
Friday or Saturday and it was over $3.00.  
 
LEERKES: As of right now and if I’m incorrect, Mike please let me know, they have a standard 
benefit that is set for fuel, propane or wood and it’s completely set at that amount. Many, many years 
ago there was a, when the price jumped over a $4.00, like $4.50 there was like a COLA cost of living 
adjustment that an extra supplement was sent out, but I have not heard anything and Mike is 
shaking his head no, so, right now it’s set.  
 
HARRINGTON: Any other questions for Krissy?  
 
MORROW: Talking about other towns that have heating funds, I want to thank you Krissy, you can 
your staff. We have one in the Town of Chesterfield that is our own donated money and it’s for 
people who don’t qualify for HEAP or after, like you say and I called Krissy this morning, I think it 
was around 8:30 and she got right on it and people have fuel coming today, thank you Krissy for 
that, I appreciate it.  
 
LEERKES: Thank you 
 
HARRINGTON: Thank you very much Krissy.  
 
LEERKES: Thank you 
 

*************************** 
  
The next item on the agenda was the Transportation Department with Nancy Dougal reporting as 
follows: 
 
DOUGAL: Good morning, I don’t have a whole lot of requests or anything, but I did want to let 
everybody know that this is the first time that we ever broke 100,000 for riders. We had a 100,447 
rides given in Public Transit this year.  
 
HARRINGTON: Questions, concerns for Nancy today?  
 
MONTY: Is that because of the ridership in Lake Placid now, would you say? Since we took over 
their buses.  
 
DOUGAL: I actually left you a chart of all the bus routes, only two didn’t increase and that was the 
Champlain South; which goes to Ti and the Cascade and quite a bit of that was people retired that 
used to ride the bus regular. All the other bus routes have gone up. It was a record number for the 
Whiteface Winter Run last year and it was a record for Lake Placid. So, it was pretty much a record 
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all the way across with all three.  
 
MONTY: Also, when we agreed to accept the buses from North Elba into our system how is that 
working out? Are we billing them monthly, quarterly?  
 
DOUGAL: Actually what I do is I get the work orders and the stuff from DPW and I separate what is 
Village and what is County and after a few months I’ll just have the Treasurer’s Office credit the 
County maintenance part and bill it to the Village. So, it just switches budgets.  
 
MONTY: You don’t have a straight, I thought we were supposed to be billing them, is that what 
you’re saying we’re doing?  
 
DOUGAL: Well, I don’t bill them until the end of the year and I know there’s a loss, because if there 
isn’t a loss within all the money between fares, grants and stuff like that, then the Village will make 
up the difference. If it breaks even then the Village doesn’t actually pay anything. There’s no tax 
dollars. It’s all grant funding and money, revenue that we make.  
 
MONTY: So, it was funded by grant money?  
 
DOUGAL: They always have been.  
 
PALMER: The same Federal and State funding, transportation funding.  
 
MONTY: Do we have a contract with them for that Nancy?  
 
DOUGAL: We do 
 
PALMER: Yup 
 
MONTY: Can you send it out to me?  
 
DOUGAL: I can 
 
HARRINGTON: Other concerns?  
 
POLITI: I just want to make it clear, without Lake Placid there is no bus system. It’s all based on 
ridership, so without Lake Placid, without their ridership there’s no funding whatsoever in Essex 
County.  
 
DOUGAL: That’s about $80,000.00 
 
MONTY: I understand that Roby, but I also, there are 17 other communities.  
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POLITI: I realize that, but there is no costs.  
 
MONTY: I just want to see that. I just need to see that.  
 
MARNELL: How are we put for drivers? I know that the school districts are having a hard time 
getting drivers. Do we have drivers and people and subs and whatnot or is it an issue?  
 
DOUGAL: It’s still an issue. I do have one new one that has come on. I still have two trying to pass 
road tests and the new road test, the pre-check portion of it is like an ½ long and that’s where they’re 
getting hung up, because, like brake stuff, you can’t really see under the back of bus to see the 
brakes, like you can a tractor-trailer truck and there’s no difference between it, you still need to be 
able to tell them what you’re looking for and all of that stuff. So, it’s just a little change in the way the 
road tests are done, because trucks and buses are no longer done in Essex County. They are all in 
Clinton County or other big counties.  
 
HARRINGTON: Other questions, concerns involving Transportation?  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: On the CDL requirements, I know we had this discussion earlier; did we even 
address their pay? Where are we at with that? For the bus drivers 
 
PALMER: Didn’t we move their grade? Are you talking about their grade?  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Yes 
 
PALMER: Yeah, did we move their grade yet?  
 
DOUGAL: We haven’t yet, no.  
 
PALMER: Okay, Jen has a recommendation, but we’ll get that at Personnel. There is a 
recommendation to move it to a new grade level. We put the money in the budget, it’s there, we just 
have to move the grade level.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: As Mike pointed out and I know right now, I never thought I would live to see the day 
that the State of New York had a billboards out looking for truck drivers. Schools are having a 
difficult time finding drivers, CDLs and reason being, once again, the State of New York has put all 
these mandates on everything; which ultimately comes back and hits the local property tax owner.  
 
HARRINGTON: Other comments, concerns? There being none, thank you Nancy.  
 
DOUGAL: Thank you 
 
HARRINGTON: Any other issues to come before the Human Services Committee? There being 
none, we are adjourned.  
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AS THERE WAS NO FURTHER BUSINESS TO COME BEFORE THIS HUMAN 
COMMITTEE IT WAS ADJOURNED AT 10:00 AM. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Judy Garrison 
Clerk of the Board 


